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MONCLER GRENOBLE PRE-FALL 2023  
The ultimate lightweight layering system for outdoor pursuits 

 
 
The essence of Moncler Grenoble is rooted in making the most out of a full year outdoors, warmer months 
included. With the Pre-Fall 2023 collection that ambition becomes more beautiful than ever, with lightweight 
layers geared for the trail or the city. It’s a deeply-considered, buy-now-wear-now collection for exploring nature 
before the powder drops. Moncler’s elegantly effective construction techniques, functional fabrications and 
storied DNA combine in this collection of best-in-class essentials for the outdoors. 
 
Key motifs, textures, colors, and features are shared across men’s and women’s themes, lending the collection a 
cohesive and distinctive aesthetic. 
 
 
MEN 
 
Brightest apple green and earthy khaki and brown speak to outdoor function on soft Polartec zippered fleeces, 
recycled GORE-TEX shell jackets, and matching trousers and shorts. Abstracted topographic maps swirl like a 
tie-dyed terrain print on the new-season edition of the popular Peyrus hooded jacket and offer subtle intrigue on 
the gray Granges jacket and tech shorts. Graphic coordinates for the line’s French alpine namesake - Grenoble - 
reinforce the mountain DNA at its core. Color-blocking cuts through with assured impact in green, black, off-
white and cobalt. Accessories include functional backpacks, caps, and beanie hats. The brand’s signature 
Trailgrip technical sneaker receives a Moncler Grenoble update in an earthy khaki colorway.  
 
 
WOMEN 
 
Design details deliver bold impact and superlative function throughout, with hot pink accents energizing 
sophisticated tonal black, ivory and tan foundations. Ultra-lightweight packable windbreakers, trousers, and 
shorts can be warmed up with a tactile teddy fleece, lightly-insulated gilet, micro-fleece base layer, or practical 
leggings. The Tetras jacket in stone and ivory stretch cord features a camel buckle belt with high-vis coral 
carabiner and luxe contrast lining. Belt bags, beanies, and bucket hats ensure high style and high function for 
the trail ahead. 
 
The Moncler Grenoble Pre-Fall 2023 collection will be available in select Moncler boutiques and 
on moncler.com from July 1st.  
 


